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FIND THE PERFECT COLOR WITH DUTCH BOY’S
 

NEW PLATINUM
®
 COLOR SAMPLES  
 

Experience True Color Confidence: Test Hundreds of Colors of Premium-Quality 

No Prep, No Prime Paint  
 

CLEVELAND – Finding the right colors for painting projects just got easier with new Platinum
®
 

Color Samples from Dutch Boy
®

. These convenient paint testers can be tinted in hundreds of 

brilliant Dutch Boy hues, as well as competitors’ colors, making exploring color palettes for your 

home and other DIY painting projects a snap. Plus, homeowners get the chance to try out Dutch 

Boy’s highest-quality interior paint, Platinum, which features an exclusive formula designed to 

save time and effort, all while delivering exceptional coverage and a smooth, even finish that 

lasts for years to come. 
 

Whether changing the mood of a room with a refreshed color scheme, updating a space with a 

new accent wall or completing smaller interior paint projects, these Platinum Color Samples help 

DIYers pick the perfect color before putting time and money into painting projects. 
 

“We introduced Platinum color samples to help increase our customers’ confidence in selecting a 

paint color and to demonstrate that premium paint truly makes a difference in the overall 

painting process,” said Michelle Bangs, Dutch Boy brand manager. “Color is an important factor 

for most people when updating their home’s decor, and a high-quality paint like Platinum goes 

on smooth, provides excellent hide and lasts longer, meaning a better painting experience from 

start to finish.” 
 

Platinum Color Samples are available exclusively at Menards home improvements stores and 

retail for $2.94 per 8 oz. container and are available in eggshell finish, providing consumers with 

hundreds of color options. For more information on Dutch Boy products, please visit 

www.DutchBoy.com. For more information on Menards store locations visit 

www.Menards.com. 
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About Dutch Boy Group: 

Founded in 1907, Dutch Boy Group, a part of The Sherwin-Williams Company Diversified Brands 

Division, continues to be an industry leader in delivering innovative and high-quality paint products 

and packaging solutions. For more on Dutch Boy Group or any of its “simple innovations” painting 

products, visit dutchboy.com or call 1.800.828.5669. 


